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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter presents some topics related to review of related literature 

including definition of translation, translation shifts, considerations in committing 

translation shift, types of translation shift, and verb phrases.  

2.1 Definition of Translation 

There are some definitions of translation suggested by scholars whose 

competences are in the field of translation. Larson (1998: 3), for example, stated 

that translation consists of transferring the meaning of the source language into the 

receptor language. He then adds that translation also studies the lexicon, 

grammatical structure, communication situation, and cultural context of the source 

language text, analyzing it in order to determine its meaning and reconstructing the 

same meaning using the lexicon and grammatical structure which are appropriate 

in the receptor language and its cultural context. In other words, translation 

constitutes a process that entails a transformation from source language to the target 

language involving lexicon, grammatical elements or other aspects related to 

culture. Besides, Bell (1991: 13) classified the definition of translation into three 

definitions, namely: 

(a) Translating is a process to translate; the activity rather than the tangible

object;

(b) a translation: the product of the process of translating (e.g. the

translated text);

(c) Translation:  the abstract concept which encompasses both the process

of translating and the product of that process.
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Some other scholars also propose definitions of translation. Simatupang 

(2000: 2), for instance, defines translation as a process of transforming the meaning 

of a word or sentence from SL (source language) into TL (target language) by 

providing the TL form which has the same meaning of the SL. For instance, if the 

word boy is translated into Indonesian, the translation form (in Indonesian form) 

will be anak laki-laki (a phrase). Moreover, Bassnett (2002:12) noted that 

translation entails the rendering of a source language (SL) text into the target 

language (TL) to ensure that the prominent ideas or messages of the two will be 

approximately similar. Furthermore, Hatim and Munday (2004: 3) remarked that 

translation is phenomenon that has a vast effect on everyday life. They noted that 

there are two senses related to translation, namely translation as a process and 

translation as a product. Translation as a process focuses on the role of the translator 

in taking the original or source text (ST) and turning it into a text in another 

language (the target text, TT). Conversely, translation as a product concerns on the 

concrete translation product produced by the translator.  In short, translation 

involves a complex process in terms of altering words or even sentences from the 

source text (ST) into target text (TT) in which the meaning conveyed in the TT is 

approximately the same as the ideas in the ST. 

2.2 Translation Shift 

Translation shift has been defined in various definitions by some scholars in 

which their definitions are a bit different but the prominent notions are the same. 

According to Catford (1965: 73), ‘shift’ refers to departures from formal 

correspondence in the process of going from the Source Language (SL) to the 

Target Language (TL). As stated by Al-Zoubi and Al-Hassnawi (2001), “shift” 
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should be redefined positively as the consequence of the translator's effort to 

establish translation equivalence between two different language systems. 

According to, Hatim and Munday (2004), translation shift refers to the small 

linguistic changes that happen between ST and TT. Furthermore, Baker and 

Saldanha (2009: 269) define shifts in translation as “changes which occur or may 

occur in the process of translating. 

2.3 Considerations in Commiting Translation Shift  

A translator generally takes some considerations which he or she considers as 

a proper action or decision in translating a source text to the target text. The 

considerations they use are sometimes linked to translation shift of the texts they 

translate. According to Chesterman (1997), there are four considerations why a 

translator commits some shifts or changes in translating texts such as generating a 

precise target text, feeling satisfaction, considering cultural aspects, and finding an 

equivalence.   

The first consideration in commiting translation shift is to produce a proper 

target text. As stated by Chesterman (1997), a translator may manipulate the 

linguistic material in order to generate an appropriate target text. In other words, 

there might be some linguistic changes which occur in the source text and the target 

text. It is due to the fact that every language has its own rules. As mentioned by 

Simatupang (2000), language has its own linguistic devices in coveying a meaning. 

To denote plural nouns in English, for instance, the morpheme –s is commonly 

employed; while in Indonesian language, there are many ways in expressing plural 

forms namely by repeating the noun forms or by using other words which express 

the concept of plural rules such as the word beberapa and banyak without repeating 
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the related nouns. The difference between source text and target text finally leads 

to some shifts in translation. 

The second consideration used in translation is related translators’ 

contentment.  If a translator is not content with the target version due to seemingly 

ungrammatical, or semantically odd, or pragmatically weak, or whatever, he or she 

will modify something in it. In other words, the source text is changed in an obvious 

sense when it is translated into another language (Chesterman, 1997). 

The third consideration in commiting translation shift is due to cultural aspects 

or related values. Chestermn (1997) stated that in translating texts, a translator 

occasionally wishes to conform to a given norm due to various political or cultural 

or social pressures, due to personal ideological reasons, and so forth. Pym et.al 

(2006) also added that it is important to consider not only the lexical impact on the 

TL readers when translating a text, but also the manner in which cultural aspects 

may be perceived and make translating decisions accordingly.  

Lastly, the fourth consideration which a translator chooses in commiting shift 

is associated with obtaining an equivalence between the source text and the target 

text. As pointed out by Chesterman (1997), the eminent motivation in translation is 

unavoidably “in order to attain equivalence”, or at least “the maximum 

equivalence”. In addition, Simatupang (2000) noted that seeking an equivalence 

between the source text and the target text is such a crucial thing that the whole 

meaning from the source text to the target text can ultimately be conveyed.  

In brief, translating a translation product from the source text into target text 

can be various due to the translator’s decisions. In other words, some considerations 
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in shifting translation occur due to the translator’s choices to contrive a good 

translation product.  

2.4 Types of Translation Shift 

  Catford (1965) categorized translation shifts into two kinds, namely level shift 

and category shift. The differences between these shift types are presented below. 

2.4.1 Level Shift 

   Level shift means that a source language item at one linguistic level has target 

language translation equivalence at a different level. As mentioned by Catford 

(1965), it may occur because the translation between the levels of phonology and 

graphology – or between either of these these levels and the levels of grammar and 

lexis – is impossible. Shifts from grammar to lexis or vice versa as the only possible 

level shifts in translation are quite common. For instance: 

     ST:  I am working hard.  

     TT:  Saya sedang bekerja keras. 

     In the example above, the grammatical item tobe + ing (the pattern of present 

progressive in English) is translated into lexis “sedang” in the target language.  

2.4.2   Category Shift 

       As pointed by Catford (1965: 76), category shifts are classified into four 

categories namely structure shift, class shift, unit shift, and intra-system shift. 

2.4.2.1 Structure Shift 

       Structure shifts are amongst the most frequent category shifts at all ranks in 

translation in which they occur in phonological and graphological translation as 

well as in total translation (Catford, 1965). For instance: 
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ST:  I wash myself.   

TT:  Saya mandi. 

The sentence I wash myself consists of the sentence structure I (subject), 

wash (verb) and myself (object). In the target text, however, the element myself as 

the object in the source text is not translated.  

2.4.2.2   Class Shift 

     Catford (1965) stated that class shift occurs when the translation equivalence 

of an SL item is a member of a different class from the original item. Due to the 

logical dependence of class on structure, it is obvious that structure shifts commonly 

involve class shifts even though this may be demonstrable merely at a secondary 

degree of delicacy. For example: 

   ST: She gave us such a very clear explanation.    

   TT: Dia menjelaskan dengan sangat jelas. 

   In this example, the word explanation of which part of speech (word class) is 

noun is translated into the word menjelaskan in the TT. It is known that the word 

menjelaskan is classified as a verb. Therefore, there is a shift from the word class 

‘noun’ into ‘verb’. 

2.4.2.3 Unit shift 

Unit shift encompasses a change of rank namely the departures from formal 

correspondence in which the translation equivalence of a unit at one rank in the 

SL is the unit at a different rank in the TL (Catford, 1965). For instance: 

ST: There is an exhibition.  

TT: Ada pertunjukan. 
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In the example above, the noun phrase “an exhibition” (categorized as noun 

phrase) is translated into the word “pertunjukan” (noun) in the target text. In other 

words, there is a shift from the higher rank to the lower rank.  

2.4.2.4  Intra-system Shift   

The term intra-system shift refers to the shift which occurs internally within a 

system. In this case, ST and TT possess systems that approximately correspond 

formally as to their constitution, but the translators choose a non-corresponding 

term in the TL system (Catford, 1965: 80). The system is one of two terms; they are 

singular and plural in which these terms are also linked to formal corresponding. 

For example:  

 ST: Tourists pay attention to the exhibition. 

 TT: Wisatawan menaruh perhatian kepada pertunjukan itu. 

   In the example above, “tourists” are actually translated into “wisatawan-

wisatawan” in the target text due to the fact that the plural form of a noun in 

Indonesian language is denoted by repeating the noun. However, the translator 

chooses the word “wisatwan” instead of “wisatawan-wisatwan” for the TT.  

2.5 Verbs and Verb Phrases (VP) 

   Generally, verbs frequently appear in a sentence. Wren and Martin (1974:3) 

define verb as a word used to say something about person, place, or thing; such as 

the girl wrote a letter to her cousin. Besides, Fabb (2005) defines a verb as a word 

which names the kind of action or event. In the sentence I was reading the letter to 

John, the verb reading refers to the kind of action involved. Fabb (2005) also 

mentioned that verb phrase is a phrase which is headed by a verb.  
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2.5.1 English Verb Phrase 

Leech et.al. (1982: 46) noted that verbs always serve as the main element of 

a verb phrase. He also adds that verb phrase always acts as predicator in a clause. 

Moreover, Biber et.al (1999: 99) stated that verb phrases consist of a lexical verb 

or primary verb as head or main verb, either alone or accompanied by one or more 

auxiliaries. The auxiliaries specify the way in which the action, state, or process 

denoted by the main verb is to be interpreted. In addition, the first auxiliary has the 

special role of operator. The main verb is in bold in the following examples: 

    was walking        had been making           

    can see                    should have said 

  

Figure 2.1 Verb Phrase 

 

a. Auxiliary (modal) + main verb (e.g. she can take the key.)  

b. Auxiliary (perfect form) + main verb (e.g. they have just gone out) 

 

c. Auxiliary (progressive form) + main verb (e.g. the boys are playing hockey) 

 

d. Auxiliary (passive form) + main verb (e.g. the car is being repaired) 

 

e. Auxiliary (support auxiliary form) + main verb (e.g. you do look pale) 
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2.5.2  Indonesian Verb Phrase 

 

In Indonesian, verb phrase is called frase verbal in which it is a group of 

words formed with the verb. According to Tarigan (2009), frase verbal is part of 

endocentric phrase and is classified into two types, namely:  

a. Frase Verbal Modifikatif 

Frase verbal modifikatif is a modifier-head phrase which is headed by a verb. 

For example:  

 Mereka akan mendengarkan lagu kebangsaan. (They will listen to the 

national anthem.) 

 Kepala sekolah sedang mengajar di kelas. (The headmaster is teaching in 

the classroom.) 

 Dia bekerja keras sepanjang hari. (He worked hard all day.) 

 

b. Frase Verbal Koordinatif 

Frase verbal koordinatif is the combination of two or more verbs which are 

commonly denoted with the conjunction dan or atau.  For Example:  

 Mereka bernyanyi dan menari sepanjang malam. (They sang and danced 

all night.) 

 Menulis atau menerjemahkan bukan pekerjaan yang mudah. (Writing or 

transating is not an easy job.) 

 Mereka menangis dan meratapi nasibnya. (They cry and lament their 

fate.) 
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2.5.3 Indonesian Verb Phrase Patterns  

There are some patterns of frasa verba (verb phrase) in Indonesian language. 

Kridalaksana (1987: 94) divided Indonesian verb phrases (VP) into several patterns 

as follow: 

a. Active VP      active V + N ± C 

Example: menjahit baju 

b. Active VP       active V ± N + another V 

Examples:      menyuruh orang membaca  mengajak pergi 

c. Active VP  active V + N1 + N2 ~  active V + N2 ± {untuk/bagi/kepada}+ 

N1 

Examples:  menjahitkan ayah baju   ~    menjahitkan baju untuk ayah 

  mengirim adik surat  ~      mengirimkan surat untuk adik 

d. Passive VP     passive V  ± oleh + N ~ oleh + N + passive V 

Examples: dibeli oleh si miskin ~ oleh si miskin dibeli 

  terbaca oleh adik ~   oleh adik terbaca 

e. Passive VP    passive V ± (+ dengan Adj. + oleh + N)  ~  oleh  +  N + 

passive V ± (dengan + Adj) 

Examples: dibeli dengan cepat oleh si miskin  ~ oleh si miskin dibeli 

dengan cepat 

terbaca dengan mudah oleh adik  ~  oleh adik terbaca dengan 

mudah 

f. Passive VP      passive V + another V 

Examples:        disuruh pergi  diajak makan bakso 

g. Ergative VP    ergative V  + N 
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Example: kecopetan dompet 

h. Ergative VP    kena  + main V 

Example:       kena pukul 

i.  Antipassive VP    antipassive V + {Prep. Phrase/N} 

 Examples: haus akan kasih sayang     bertanam singkong 

j. Subordinating VP   intransitive V + another V 

Examples:         pergi membeli gula  bangkit berdiri 

k. Coordinative VP   V1 + V2 

Examples:      pulang pergi    makan minum 

l.  VP    V + Adj ~  Adj + V 

Example:      berjalan cepat    ~    cepat berjalan 

m.   VP           Adv  + V 

Examples:      saling mencintai        akan pergi 

n. VP        V  + prepositional phrase 

Examples:      makan tanpa bayar          ditarik ke atas 

o. VP            transitive V without me- + V 

Examples:    coba baca    tolong ambilkan 

p. VP  {Adv/Adj} + personal pronoun + transitive V without me- 

Example:   mudah engkau ketahui   (Notice this sentence: Rumahnya 

mudah engkau ketahui). 

q. VP     {Adv/Adj}  +  di V  ±  oleh  +  {personal pronoun/N} 

Example:     mudah diketahui orang 

r. (i)  VP    intransitive V + {di/ke/akan/tentang/dengan}  + N 

                   in  which this pattern is equivalent to 
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(ii)  VP      me-   +   V   +   {i/ kan/ Ø} + N 

Example:     Ia datang  {di/ke} rumah saya   =   Ia mendatangi rumah 

saya. 

Other verb phrases which possess the same pattern as this pattern are: 

benci akan  membenci          serupa dengan    menyerupai 

suka akan  menyukai  tahu tentang    mengetahui 

naik ke    menaiki   berbicara tentang   membicarakan 

ingat akan     mengingat  bertemu dengan   menemui 

cinta akan    mencintai  hinggap di   menghinggapi 

diam di      mendiami            berunding tentang    merundingkan     

berjumpa dengan   menjumpai    kenal akan     mengenal 

 


